
Remove all eye makeup, contact lenses, and false eyelashes before your appointment

Avoid curling your natural lashes for at least 24 hours prior to treatment

Stop using waterproof mascara 48 hours before your procedure since it leaves behind unwanted residue

Clients with an eye infection, like pink eye, need to wait until it has cleared prior to treatment

BEFORE YOUR APPOINTMENT

IT IS IMPORTANT TO FOLLOW THE SPECIFIC AFTERCARE INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED TO ENSURE THE
BEST POSSIBLE RESULT. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS ABOUT THE AFTERCARE
PROCESS, BE SURE TO ASK YOUR  ARTIST FOR MORE GUIDANCE.

Tel: 02041406342      Email: browsbytania_@outlook.com     Website: browsbytania.net

Lash Lifting

AFTER YOUR APPOINTMENT

Avoid excess hot water/steam/heat on lashes for the first 24 -48 hours. This includes spas, steam rooms, laser, facials, saunas,
cooking over open flames, excessive hot showers. Excess heat will cause curl to either relax or tighten. 

Do not rub or play with your lashes. 

Avoid shampoo, make-up, un-approved conditioners, un-approved make up removers, creams, eye serums on the lash/eye
area for 24 hours.

Avoid mascara on your to your lashes for at least 24 hours after your treatment unless you're using our Ellevate Lash Lift
Mascara 

Only use stylist approved products directly after treatments. We highly recommend using our Elleebana advanced aftercare
formula. A daily treatment to maintain optimum lash lift results and lash health. 

We recommend using a Lash growth serum a couple of weeks before or during your treatments so you can achieve a more
dramatic lash lift. We retail both Long Lash and Lash Fridays  for optimal results, longer-lasting curl and healthy lashes inside
and out.   

Avoid swimming for 24 hours to prevent premature loss of tint colour and relaxed curl.

Avoid face washing products that contain oils as this can cause the curl to relax prematurely & tint will fade quickly.

Because your lashes are still malleable (shape-shifting) when you leave your treatment please try to sleep on your back,
especially for the first few days. Sleeping directly on your lashes can cause them to become misshaped.

Once you notice your lashes starting to grow out and they become slightly untidy looking then it is time to rebook for your next
lash lifting appointment. 

It is normal for you to have some tint residue appear on the bottom lash line after lash tinting treatment, more so in clients with
fair skin; this will fade after a couple of washes. 

Maintenance is key to looking after your Lash Lifting investment and maintaining your best look. You should book in for Lash Lift
maintenance every 5 - 7 weeks depending on your hair growth cycle and the type of lifted curl you have. The tighter the curl the
more frequent you need to re-lift lashes.


